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THE

'O LD WAR
·A ND ITS

ORIGINS
1917-1950
VOLUME I

THE ELOQUENT AND INDELIBLE RECORD OF
THE GREAT CONFLICT OF OUR TIME

D. F. FLEMING

DECATUR HERALD
Decatur, Illinois, Tuesday, August 20, 1968

Editorials

Our Opinions

University, Negro Students Work Together
Eastern Illinois University has taken steps to promote harmonious relations for students of all races.
In a story in the Sunday Herald and Review, reporter Marsha Jahns
outlined how the university administration, led by President Quincy
Doudna, responded to six requests by the Negro students.
These requests included:
-Opening all housing to Negro students or removal of the housing
from the EIU approved list.
-Opening all fraternities and sororities to Negro students or removal from the university if they fail to comply.
-Increased financial aid for Negro students.
-Recruitment of more Negro students.
-Recruitment of more Negro faculty members.
-Offering courses in Negro history and culture.
The requests were made last May and committees began studying
them. Just recently Doudna asked two high administration officials to
begin implementation of the recommendations.
Already six housholders who have offered private housing to EIU
students have been taken off the list of approved quarters - three by
request and three by university action.
The university is talcing a hard look at the social fraternities and
sororities. The school is giving these groups a chance to meet university
requirements to avoid disciplinary action.
.
The other requests are also being met. Negro students and staff
members will be recruited. More aid in the form of scholarship! for
disadvantaged students - regardless of race - is planned for the 196970 school year.
A course in Negro history and culture will be offered beginning next
summer.
Ernest Morris, spokesman for the 54 Negros at EIU, made a pertinent
point when he said white students "need the courses more than we do."
Education and exposure to other people are potent weapons in the
effort to eliminate fear and segregation.
But the white students will have to make the effort by enrolling in
the courses and bringing open minds to the study.
The university will have to continue its efforts in matters of race
relations.
But it is heartening to learn that the administration will listen to
and then act upon reasonable requests of a group of students that make
up less than one per cent of the total enrollment of about 6,000.
Too often in the burgeoning realm of higher education, the student
is forgotten in the play for finances, research and publication.
And the Negro students played it cool and were willing to forego
militancy. This approach may have had a great deal to do with the
success reported thus far.
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"I had come from the eighth
grade of a country school and the impact of L. C. Lord and his fine faculty
sent me on to all I have been able to
accomplish since."

'

A Distinguished Graduate Writes
Dr. D. F. Fleming, '12, is the author of "Vietnam and
After." The article appeared recently in the Western Political Quarterly and was revised by Dr. Fleming for the
Eastern Alumnus. Previously, the original version was delivered by Dr. Fleming at an international conference in
Stockholm. The author describes the article as "hard hitting," but "it also seeks ways out and it is timely from the
standpoint of the election."
Dr. Fleming, who was awarded an honorary Doctor of
Pedagogy degree in Eastern's golden anniversary year of
1949, is an internationally-known author. His "The Cold
War And Its Origins, 1917-1960," by Doubleday, is now in
its fifth printing. It has also been printed in England, Italy
and Japan. In its preliminary promotion plans, Doubleday
·will advertfse the book in 24,000 announcement catalogs and
in 19,000 copies of a trade order list. Sixty salesmen will
sell to retailers and wholesalers. Dr. Arnold Toynbee has
this to say about the book: "Dr. Fleming's vital history of
the Cold War is invaluable for reference and it continues to
promote understanding around the world."
Two new books are scheduled. "The Origins And Legacies Of World War I" will be published by Doubleday on
November 11, the 50th anniversary of the end of World War
I. "America's Role In Asia" will be published by Funk &
Wagnalls a little later. Previously published works by Dr.
Fleming include "The Treaty Veto Of The American Senate,"
"The United States And The League Of Nations," "The United States And World Organization," "Can We Win The
·Peace?", "The United States And The World Court," and
"While , America Slept."
Dr. Fleming has twice been a member of the Institute
For Advanced Study In Princeton and twice a Fulbright
Lecturer abroad, once in England and again in New Delhi.
He was a member of Bernard Baruch's staff in the U.S.
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State Department during the atomic energy negotiations with
Russia in 1946.
A native of Paris, Ill., Dr. Fleming took the A. B., A. M.,
and Ph. D. degrees from the University of Illinois. He is
Emeritus Professor of International Relations at Vanderbilt
University and lately has been a visiting professor at California State College at Los Angeles and has taught at the
University of Arizona.
Dr. Fleming says: "I am 75 years old, but the wonder
and excitement of my years in our little school at Eastern
are still vivid in my mind. I had come from the eighth grade
of a country school and the impact of L. C. Lord and his
fine faculty sent me on to all I have been able to accomplish
since. Professor S. E. Thomas gave me my start in writing
history."
When Dr. Fleming returned to Eastern to receive his
honorary degree, he delivered the commencement address. In
concluding, he said:
"It (Eastern) ministers to many needs but most of all
to the expansion of the human spirit. When everything else
yields to time, this remains."

Vietnam And After
lmerican foreign policy in East
.Asia is a disastrous mixture of anti~unist id e o lo g y , containing
thin.a as a great power; · smashing
llerrilla war, once and for all; eco(omic imperialism; belief in our duty
police the world and in our incible power; step-by-step involvetient; and, finally, blind leadership.
It must always be remembered also
that all of these drives have behind
ijiem a vast military-industrial complrx. ready at all times to supply the
tower and to profit from the succeslve wars of Pax Americana.

l

MANIFEST DESTINY
aroughout our history we have
laced west with great confidence.
IRfnning as colonials on our east• seaboard in the early sixteen
•dreds, we gradually subdued the
•-continent and took it from the
tidians and the Mexicans. It was
our Manifest Destiny, our leaders
told us, and all believed it. Arrivlig on the Pacific Ocean we acquired
llaska and Hawaii and seized the
llilippines from Spain.
tX'oward Europe we had an inferl>rity complex. We had fled from
Tier shores, in great numbers down

to World War I, but we faced west
with full confidence, so much so
that the Texas frontiersman who now
occupies the White House can rationalize his terrible predicament in
Vietnam by talking expansively of
our mission in Asia, even proposing
to bring the Great Society to Asia,
while it is withering at home.
Of course our manifest destiny is
another term for American imperialism. A long-time friend of the United States, Sir Denis Brogan, accepted us as "the new imperial power"
in a recent series of lectures. He
did not discuss the powerful expensive forces generated by our dynamic economy, with immense profits constantly demanding investment and reinvestment, but he did
find a great deal of our activity abroad to be "innocently imperialist
in the sense that it does expect the
world to tum American."
He warned also against our preVietnam assumption of our omnipotence, saying: ''The world cannot be
made, by any exercise of American
wisdom or power, a safe and agreeable place to live in. . . . There are
many problems in the world which
the American people did not create

and cannot solve." He cautioned,
too, that "the leaders of the new
countries cannot be conjured out of
the earth by the most massive doses
of military aid or straight economic
aid."1
•
PAX AMERICANA
Nevertheless, there can be no
doubt that, until recently at least,
our current leaders felt it to be their
duty to police the world, certainly
the "free world."
All possible doubt about the determination of the Johnson Administration to suppress any violent outbreak of social discontent anywhere
in the "free world" was removed by
the Pentagon's current proposal to
build a fleet of 30 FDLS - "fast deployment logistic ships." Each would
be willed with heavy military equipment for two divisions - helicopters,
trucks, mobile guns, etc. - to be
stationed in harbors or cruising around the world, ready to dash to
any "trouble spot" to meet the C5A
jumbo jet transport planes that will
be ready in two years to carry 700
American troops each and rain them
down wherever discontent raises its
(Continued on next page)
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(Continued from preceding page)
head.
.
Fortunately, that im~ccable conservative, Senator Richard B. Russell,
chairman of the Senate Armed Services Committee, has blocked this
fully revealing proposal, for the time
being, telling the Senate on March
21, 1967, that "we should not unilaterally assume the function of policing the world. If it is easy to go
anywhere and do anything, we will
always be goin~ somewhere and doing something.' Nothing could be
more painfully evident, but Senator
Russell's time in the Senate is short
and the Pentagon is determined to
press the proposal in succeeding Congresses. Only a national rising of
disillusioned citizens can really block
this final preparation to forbid forever all revolution in the "free
world," lest it tum Red or expropriate
or properties.
Since the vast underdeveloped
world will seethe increasingly as its
social problems grow more acute and
since other peoples will continue to
assert their right to settle their own
problems, nothing but a national decision to tum off the Imperial Way
can avert a long series of Vietnams.
CONTAINING CHINA
American policy toward East Asia
has been dominated since the end of
World War II by deep disappointment over the Communist take-over
in China and by a firm determination
to "contain" both Chinese communism and China as a great power.
Stimulated by the Korean War we
have built a tremenodus ring of armed power of every kind around
China - in South Korea, Japan, the
Philippines, Okinawa, Formosa, Quemoy and Matsu, and now in South
Vietnam and Thailand - backed by
the immense strength of our Seventh
Fleet, constantly patrolling China's
coasts. This mighty encirclement,
supported by an attempted economic
and diplomatic blockade of China,
has not unnaturally produced an angry, sullen dragon, convulsed with a
great effort to maintain its Commmunist purity and pushing its atomic
and nuclear armaments with astonishing speed.
RED MONOLITH
The American attempt to contain
and confine the most numerous and
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perhaps the most gifted people on
earth was gronnded originally in the
belief that the entire Communist
world was a giant monolith, commanded and directed by a superbrain in Moscow. This was never
true, but the idea persisted even
after the death of Stalin, early in
1953, and long after the rapid splitting apart of Russia and China was
evident. Long after the separate
evolution of communism in each East
European communist state was manifest, beginning with Yugoslavia in
1948, our leaders continued to talk
of "the Community conspiracy." As
late as January-February 1966 Mr.
Rusk was talking about "the communists" and "their world revolution."•
It became constantly clearer that
the law of social evolution is inexorable and that it works relentlessly
in both communist and capitalist
c~untries, yet we clung to the myth
of the Red Monolith. This was because there was continuing fear of
communist power and because the
communist abolition of private profits was regarded as the ultimate sin
which must be eternally fought, since
any extension of communism contracted the area in which private
profits could be freely eamed.
VIETNAM
It followed that after World War
II the people of Vietnam could not
be permitted to win their war of independence from France, b(1cause
they had communist leaders. We
therefore poured nearly three billion dollars' worth of military and
economic aid for France into Vietnam and Secretary of State Dulles
did all that one utterly determined
man could do to prevent France from
making peace. When he failed he
refused to accept the Geneva settlement of 1954, which divided Vietnam purely for the temporary purpose of liquidating the war, and our
government worked to make the division permanent.
This had three effects: ( 1 ) it
frustrated independence for the
South Vietnamese; ( 2) it reimposed
a feudalistic social system on the
South Vietnamese peasants, involving
the restoration of hated landlord rule;
and ( 3) our mandarin tyrant Diem
plunged the country into bitter and
widespread revolt.
After his fall, other alleged "gov-

emments" in Saigon failed and ·
desperation President Johnson ht·
the bombing of North Vietnam
February 7, 1965, alleging thjt
whole trouble was due to Northl v·
namese "aggression." It was cl ·
that the trickle of aid in men
supplies coming to the aid of
rebels in South Vietnam constit
aggression against the separat~ n
tion of South Vietnam by the 'Vi
namese of the North. A civil war ·
the South, for which we were res
sible, was alleged to be a case o
temational aggression.
This is the great myth under whi
the tragedy of Vietnam grindl
There is no nation in South Vieli
either legally or actually. There
the old possessing classes, the 7
000 Catholic refugees from No
Vietnam who came south af
1954," liberal patriots in the ci ·
who want a new order, and
peasant majority which wants
more tyranny from Saigon. C
tainly the bulk of the people w
Vietnamese independence and Ii
ation from the corrupt and reacti
ary South Vietnamese army, w ·
fights so little and deserts so fr
It is highly significant that only o
officer in this army above the r
of lieutenant colonel did not fi
on the side of the French during
war of independence.• All the o
did, including General Ky, and
the Vietnamese nationalists they
all traitors, doubly so because th
now fight with us.
WAR FOR INDEPENDENCll
That the great majority of
Vietnamese are still fighting for th
independence is clear · to most o
servers. UN Secretary-Gene~
Thant has no doubt about it.. N
tionalism, not communism, insp
the resistance, he says, and "the
cannot be brought to an end
this fundamental fact is recogn·
Nothing less than a bumin
tionalism could have sustaine
Vietnamese, South and North, un
our daily bombing for the past
and-a-half years, during whl4
credible tonnages of bomb4
bullets, napalm and crop destr
-every kind of fire except ato
have been dropped on them.
As the spectacle has unfold
people abroad have been a
believe that the little brown Jl<'
(Continued on page 9)
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at Eastern? No! When issues came up, they were discussed, recommendations were made, and the wheels are in motion.
A newspaper headline called it
"A Quiet Revolt At Eastern." This
at a time when other headlines told
of unquiet revolts on other campuses.
An editorial from another newspaper
said: "And the Negro students played it cool and were willing to forego
militancy." This at a time when
other students, both black and white,
did not play it cool and did not
forego militancy.
There is another kind of quiet, too.
People who live in east central Illinois, near Eastern Illinois University,
are familiar with it. It comes on
muggy afternoons in spring and early
summer. It comes as rolling, stacked clouds of purple and black come
out of the southwest. It comes as
a hush falls. It's the kind of hush
you can see and hear. It is a deeply
disturbing quiet, because the people
who live in it know it is a false and
deceiving quiet.
That's not Eastern's quiet. It's not
the prelude to a storm. Eastern's
quiet came because people of good
will and good intentions sat down
and reasoned together.
On May 9, Ernest Morris, a black
graduate student from Chicago, presented with quiet dignity a letter to
President Quincy Doudna:
"We, the Afro-American students
of Eastern Illinois University, believe
that this university has been negligent in the fulfillment of its moral
obligation to the black students of its
community. Recent events have
convinced us that there should be
positive action taken by the current
administration to incorporate the fol-

lowing as university policy:
1. Opening of all approved
university housing to black students or the removal of same
from the approved housing list.
2. The opening of all fraternities and sororities to black students or removal from the university campus of those who refuse to comply.
3. Increased financial aid for
black students.
4. Recruitment of more black
students.
5. Recruitment of more black
staff members by advertising vacancies at Negro colleges and
universities.
6. Negro history and cultural
courses in the curriculum.
Following a conversation, Doudna
and Morris agreed on a release that
was sent to the press as a statement
from the president:
"About a month ago, at the time
of the assassination of Martin Luther
King, Jr., I talked personally at some
length with several Negro students,
either individually or in a small
group. I told them at that time that
if they had any problems that I did
not know about and that were in my
power to solve, I wanted them to
come and see me. I said it was obvious that I could not solve any
problems I did not know about and
I pointed out that some problems relate to persons or agencies outside
my jurisdiction or influence.
"Mr. Ernest Morris, a graduate
student from Chicago, representing
(Continued on next page)
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(Continued from preceding page)
other Negro students, has now
brought to my attention the following specific policies the Negro students hope will be affirmed and implemented: (Here follows the six
points).
"Most of the problems enumerated
have been matters of concern by the
University for many years, but they
have not been completely solved and
do not lend themselves to easy solution. The University is committed
to continued and increased efforts
to find solutions.
"I have always taken the position
that any student has a right and an
obligation to come to me with problems he thinks I can help solve if
he has had difficulty getting them
taken care of elsewhere.
"The response of the student body
.is in harmony with the spirit within
which we attempt to maintain a student-administrative relationship at
Eastern Illinois University."
The following day, Doudna conferred with a group including the
Dean, Student Personnel Services,
and two administrators whose duties
related to each of the six problems.
He suggested that an ad hoc committee work on each problem, comprising two administrators, and three
black students to be named by Morris. Doudna then drafted letters
which amplified the purposes of the
committees. ·
He asked for reports from the committees covering these general points:
What the present situation .is, both
as your office sees it and as the students see it;
The possibilities for desirable
~hang_e, as you see it or as the students do, or both; ·
And, the steps that you recommend for either immediate imple~
mentation .or general implementa~
tion.
·Next came a general news release
describing the president's approach
to the issues and the makeup of the
committees. The release included
the following statement by Doudna
and Morris:
"We will not attempt to anticipate
what the specific results of the conferences will be, but we are dedi
cated firmly to the idea that men
and women of good will and open
minds can equitably resolve most
1
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problems."
The committees held from one to
three meetings during the remainder
of the spring quarter and presented
reports to tbe president. Doudna
then prepared a summary of the reports, added his own recommendations, ~ and suggested special responsibilities of black students.
The president then set up a series
of meetings to discuss the six issues
that had been raised originally. As
a basis for each discussion, he used
the analysis that he had prepared for
each issue under the following headings:
Status, action recommended by
the committee as a whole, action recommended by a part of the committee, action recommended by the
president after study of report, and
special responsibilities of black students.
Meetings were held with the black
students enrolled in the summer
quarter. Also attending were the
two administrators who had served
on the committee dealing with the
respective issue, and in general, Dr.
William Zeigel, Vice President for
Administration; and Dr. Rudolph D.
Anfinson, Dean, Student Personnel
Services.
In light of the· discussions, a number of changes were made in the
summaries, including sections on
recommendations by the president.
Some of the recommendations he had
proposed were eliminated or revised
as the discussions took place. In
some cases, additional recommendations, which the president was able
to accept, were devdoped in the
meetings.
In memos dated August 5, Doudna
asked Zeigel and Dr. Peter Moody,
Vice President for Instruction, to implement the action that evolved from
the meetings.
Following is a summary of the
steps taken in each of the original
six questions raised by the black
students.
FRATERNITIES AND
SORORITIES
Eastern should publicly recognize
de facto segregation in fraternities
and sororities and that the organizations should "take ii;nmediate steps
to change the situation that exists."
The Greek groups should be asked
to reaffirm they have no discrimina-

tory clauses in either the local
national groups. If any such cla
exist, they must be removed.
alternatives are local autonom
membership selection, or dis
tion.
The system of one negativ$ volt
in preventing membership should be
abolished if it now exists, and a neg
tive vote of 10 to 15 per cent
substituted "as a more reason
provision." Fraternities and sororitll
should demonstrate "their good fai
and good will" by inviting black s
dents to rush activities and invi ·
some of them to become pledges
members.
The dean of women and the de
of men should "exercise the full ·
fluence of their offices" in obt ·
ing Greek memberships for blacks~
dents, beginning this fall.
In his recommendation for acti
the president said:
"Black students have the obli
tions to understand the fundame
obligations of brotherhood and sisterhood and the financial and soc.
obligations that membership in a fr~
ternity or sorority imposes . . . "
Doudna said he had discussecl his
recommendations with a limitel
number of Greek leaders and founl
them very cooperative and ready
institute discussion in the Panhellll
Council and Interfraternity Coun•
this fall.
RECRUITMENT OF BLACK.
STUDENTS
Doudna recommended that r
Negro graduates in metropom
areas be emploY.ed on a per dieDi
basis to discuss Eastern in scho
having large numbers of black stu,
students. (Prior to the openinl of
fall quarter there. .were approx·
ly 50 Negro stud~,mts at Eastern.
He also recommended:
That the Admissions Office sed
representatives to inner city hi~
schools;
That the University explo11JI
possibility of releasing Negro fan
members for one quarter each 1
to work on admissions and rec
ment;
That efforts be made to appo'
black staff member in the Admiss
Office when the office is alloca
further professional personnel;
That the possibility be explor4
appointing a black student for o
quarter to assist in recruitment;

l'ictured at one of the conferences are, from the left, Val Bush, Sheila Jones, David Brownridge, Ernest Morris,
sident Quincy Doudna, Clarence Banks, Georgia Warren, Curley Bradford, and Dr. Rudolph Anfinson, Dean.
dent Personnel Services.
~d,

that the University seek to
the $15 non-refundable applicafee included as a benefit in
ships recently provided by the
of Governors tor disadvantagltudents.

STUDENT HOUSING
l:reation of a committee to reiiew allegations of racial discrimination in student housing is authorized.
IJnder the plan, the Housing Office
will remove householders from the
rsity-approved list if the ReCommittee finds "beyond reaable doubt" that discrimination
tiists. All cases of alleged discrimition brought to the attention of
Jiousing Office will be referred
the committee.
Other action includes:
That the statement of non-discrimtion the householder is required
'Sign to get on the approved hous-

ing list make clear that removal because of discrimination is final;
That only householders with clearance from the Charleston Commission on Human Relations be allowed to use University facilities for advertising "unregistered" accommodations;
That the Housing Office request
that a telephone survey be completed by the Council of Human Relations at Eastern to include homes not
covered in the earlier survey, or that
the Housing Office complete the survey. (This point refers to a survey
that indicated that seven of 49 registered householders would not rent to
Negro women students, and that 11
of 35 would not rent to Negro men.)
And, that the Housing Office continue to take action in removing
householders from the list where evidence of discrimination is conclusive,
pending organization of the Review

Committee.
Proposed membership of the committee includes two appointive faculty members; two white students,
appointed by the Student Senate;
three black students, elected under
the auspices of the Afro-American
Association; two registered householders; and a representative of the
Charleston Commission on Human
Relations.
STAFF RECRUITMENT
The University on May 17 sent
announcements of existing vacancies
to 15 colleges and universities where
enrollment is predominately Negro
and where at least a master's degree
is offered. The same schools have
been placed on the regular mailing
list for future vacancies. (Prior to the
opening of fall quarter, Eastern had
three fulltime and one halftime
(Continued on next page)
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Professors of American history will
be
requested to "weave in" references
Negro faculty members.)
to
the
role of Afro-Americans in AmOther action:
erican
History;
A high-level administrative or
Encouragement will be given in
teaching position will be filled with
a Negro candidate as soon as one the development of a course in African be found, with a portion of his can culture in the Department of
Sociology-Anthropology.
time going ~o recruitmen~ ?f faculty
The president said black students
members, with some special emphasis
should recognize a possible differon finding qualified Negro candience in point of view between studates.
dents who may have grown up in one
. Departm~nt heads should be cau- environment and a professor who
tioned agamst the loss of prestige
may have grown up in another, and
that would result in the black comthis
difference should not automatimunity if inferior black teachers
cally
be labeled as a prejudice.
~ere appointed who are not qualiD~ring the course of the meetings,
fied, but that they make vigorous
efforts to locate well-qualified black Morns made this statement:
"Although no final solutions have
candidates who can not only hold
been found, I believe progress has
their own on this faculty but can
been made. I further believe that
add to its general quality.
President Doudna has made an honDoudna said black students have
est ~d sincere effort. I hope-and
the responsibility to judge black
I believe-that the administration will
teachers by essentially the same
provide for a continuing re-evaluaquality standards they would use in
tion of these issues."
judging any other teacher.
And Doudna, in summary, has this
to say:
FINANCIAL AIDS
"As I evaluate the series of meetThe Office of Financial Aids will
seek information from the Urban ings, I believe they were extremely
League and other sources about useful. Certainly, they were to me.
scholarships designated for black I hope that the black students gained
some appreciation of the problems of
students;
When obtained, this information the University administration, also.
will be sent to all persons inquiring Certainly, I think they gained a feeling that as students they had apabout financial aids;
the whole problem in a
proached
This information will be left in
proper
manner. I have said
very
each high school visited by the Admissions Office, where black students publicly when I could that they had
presented their problems 'with digare enrolled;
The University will seek authori- nity and maturity,' and I told the
themselves
that
their
zation for special registration fee students
had
made
it
method
of
procedure
waiver scholarships for disadvantmuch more likely that I, and others,
aged students;
Black students should be willing would consider the problems in betto supplement aid with part-time ter spirit and in greater depth than
we might have, had approaches used
earnings.
at some institutions been used here.
CURRICULUM
"As I think about the future I am
The development of a course in reminded of a problem that ;lways
history of the Negro in the United exists within a university. The stuStates should be continued in the dents we have come to know well
History Department, and the course during this period of discussion, and
will be considered as a requirement with whom I think we have reached
in the history major;
some degree of mutual understandIf a qualified black teacher can- ing, will be replaced before long with
not be located and appointed on a other students who did not participerman~nt basis, a visiting lecturer
pate in the di.scus~ions, w~o. do not
know the Umversity admmistration
will be sought;
Students in general shall be en- and who bring to any new contact~
couraged to take the course in the whatever suspicions and frustrations
interest of development of a better they ma>'. have developed in experiunderstanding between the races;
ences with other people in other
(Continued from preceding page)
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places at other times. As alwa:
then, the larger problem of
teacher remains with us: We s
~ew with each new college gen
tion, whether black or white."

Grad Named To
Editing Position
.The Phi Delta Kappa Board
Directors has announced the appo"
ment of Dr. Edward C. Weir, '42,
Associate Editor of Phi Delta Kap
publications, effective Jan. 1, 1
He will succeed Dr. Donald W. R
inson, Associate Editor since 19
who will assume new duties· with
National Association of Secon
School Principals in Washin
D. C.
Dr. Weir is now Associate Prof
sor in Secondary Education, Univ
sity of Pittsburgh, teaching gradu
and undergraduate courses in
thods of teaching the social stu ·
curriculum, guidance and supe
of learning, social foundations,
research. He is also coordinat~
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der the bombers are aggressors in
own land. Yet no government,
ever mighty, can admit that it is
ggressor, and our leaders have
the North Vietnamese "the
sors" so long that they may
eve their own charge by this

'r

BLIND LEADERS
To believe otherwise is to admit
ir own blindness and ineptitude.
son and Rusk, McNamara and
generals - all had seen the inive and counter-productive efs of the wholesale bombing of
any from 1941 to 1945. They
all observed during the Korean
'ar that the lines •of communication
an Asiatic army in favorable ter. could not be destroyed by bombg. With total control of the air
er North Korea we could not do it.
et they blindly and confidently tried
do the same thing in Vietnam.
Even from the standpoint of selfrvation as leaders, they might
remembered that the Korean
put the Democrats out of power
ashington in 1952, and purely
skilled politician Johnson might
ve seen the unwisdom of making
Democrats "the war party" for
' fourth time in this century. If
y thought about these things at
they must have decided that the
ctive power at their command
now so tremendous that they
uld not fail.
ESCALATION
lesides, they had the new theory
licalation. All you had to do was
start the escalation machine and
~p it running until the adversary
lded. They never thought that a
e Oriental people would fight oi:i
the point of annihilation, a point
'ch is now visibly in sight, as the
·ew York Times warned recently.•
In the early days of the bombing
North Vietnam it was frequently
ested in Washington that they
d soon "get the message," but
didn't. As the weeks wore on,
'dent Johnson made a formal
ess, on April 7, 1965, in which
l\eclared that his will must pre-

vail. "We will not be defeated," he
avowed, "We will use our power
with wisdom and restraint, but we
will use it." (Italics added.) Mr.
Johnson is a proud man. Indeed,
Walter Lippmann, the distinguished
dean of American journalism, believes that "the root of his troubles
has been pride, a stubborn refusal to
recognize the country's limitations or
his own limitations. Such pride
goeth before destruction . . . and an
haughty spirit before a fall."0
The same sense of deep foreboding
is shared by the Rev. Eugene Carson
Blake, General Secretary of the
World Council of Churches, who
says that in Vietnam we are moving
"step by step to tragic disaster." We
cannot win, he says, regardless of
the number of "successful air strikes
and clean-up operations we complete," since each step increasingly
isolates us from the rest of the world
and falsifies our ideals. "Month by
month and year by year we strengthen our foes as we use more violent
power against them. Everybody in
the world sees it, protests it and is
ignored as we push on blindly to disaster.'"'
We are in the midst of a spectacular demonstration of the ancient
maxim that "where there is no vision
the people perish.''
But to stop the bombing without
bringing Ho Chi Minh bruised and
bleeding to the conference table
would be a confession of failure for
Mr. Johnson and his aides, so they
periodically stage reace offensives,
sending missions al over the world
to plead for someone to negotiate
with. I want to negotiate, the President complained on April 27, 1967,
"but I just can't negotiate with myself."•
Of course it has long been evident
that he can not get negotiations without stopping the bombing, definitely,
and he will not do that unless Hanoi
will agree to stop supporting its
troops in South Vietnam. This, in
turn, is something that no undefeated government could do, as Senator
Charles Percy pointed out in an outstanding speech on April 22. He
condemned as unrealistic the demand
of Hanoi "virtually to abandon its
forces in the South.'"'
TO END ALL GUERRILLA WARS
So the bombing of North and

South Vietnam thunders on, and
there is a further reason why it must.
Washington is determined to prove
that guerrilla-based wars cannot succeed. Vietnam's General Giap defeated the French by this method.
Mao Tse-tung won China by it and
under the spur of our encriclement
China has planned a campaign to defeat capitalism throughout the hungry ~outhern Hemisphere by guerrilla action. Therefore, it is said,
the issue must be decided now.
Washington cannot admit that its
incredibly mechanized arsenals of destruction can be defeated by little
Vietnamese men on the ground,
fighting with what they can carry.
Arthur M. Schlesinger, Jr., writes
that our tragic entanglement in Vietnam is not due to deliberate consideration, "but through a series of
small decisions" when each proposed
step plausibly promised success, and
when other high priority crises
claimed attention. There is undoubtedly a great deal of truth in
this. 10 Yet certain decisions have
been long range and decisive.
The determination of Mr. Dulles
and his aides to prevent the independence of Vietnam under communist
leadership was crucial, and every
succeeding administration has sustained it. Similarly, President Kennedy, who knew well that each small
step in Vietnam was "like taking a
drink," nevertheless took several. In
particular he was determined to work
out methods of defeating a guerrilla
war and he instituted a vast apparatus of counter-insurgency training
action which presently attempts to
train the free world against insurgency.
This whole concept is now at stake
in Vietnam, or at least the Pentagon
thinks it is. So the Vietnamese fight
on with "idealism and dedication"
against the "galling status quo" in
Saigon which is the creation of
Washington, to quote Neil Sheehan,
ace correspondent of the New York
Times in Vietnam.11
AMERICA IN VIETNAM
What we are doing in Vietnam
has been indelibly recorded in a series of articles by Mary McCarthy.12
She found the American presence
simply overwhelming - Saigon full
of Western cars and white men,
(Continued on next page)
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eluding the current revolutionary na(Continued from preceding page)
which
cheap new office buildings rising, tionalism and social ferment
1
"
Asia."
is
convulsing
most
of
hardly anything native to buy but
This is a stem judgment but a
every kind of American goods - a
just
one. President Johnson and his
giant PX by day and pseudo-World's
have shamed and disgraced us,
aides
Fair appearance at night. In the villages she saw zealous young Ameri- a Christian people, by surpassing the
cans, all indoctrinated to believe that worst days of European colonialism.
North Vietnam is "the aggressor," They have professed to defend the
engaged in spreading the American freedom of the South Vietnamese
way of life, especially free enter- against communist regimentation,
prise. American aid was being "ap- while fostering in Saigon an incrediplied, first of all, to achieve stability, ble mixture of corruption and misthat is, political stability for the pres- rule. They have brought to a deent ruling groups," which had al- vastating conclusion the doctrine
ways been corrupt. Everywhere she issued by President Truman forbidheard the same stories of graft and ding all popular revolutions, lest they
corruption at the expense of the poor. might tum Red.
Talking liberty when their purFrom the air she saw the country pose was power, they have denied
dotted with fires and burned over the American dream itself. The
areas, from the bombing, noted principle that every people has a
plane and helicopter crews "alert for right to revolt against oppressive
the slightest sign of movement be- government is the very taproot of
low" and marveled that the Anglo- American history, and the beacon
Saxon sense of fair play had so light which has guided all men unatrophied. If a Vietcong threw a til lately.
bomb that was an atrocity, but if an
American bombed civilians in a vilTRAGIC AWAKENING
lage their deaths were always acciFortlinately, the American people
dental. "Each time it was an acci- are awakening to the full enormity of
dent." An estimated one quarter of the disaster into which they have
the peasant population would be kill- been led. In mid-June Anthony
ed or die of war-related causes.
Carew, Chief Foreign Correspondent
of the conservative London Daily
Her over-all conclusion was that
"the worst thing that could happen Mail, made a 6,000 mile tour of the
to our country would be to win this United States and published his
war," and a similar conclusion has findings on June 13 and 14. Everybeen reached by Senator McGovern, where he saw the agony of a people
one of the most clear-sighted and "who have been half led, half pushcourageous men in American life ed" into policing the world. All over
today. "Vietnam," he says, "is de- America one heard the questions:
generating into a defeat for America "How long can it go on? Where can
whether we 'win' or 'lose' on the we draw the line?" The "terrible
battlefield . . . . Our deepening in- embroilment in Vietnam" was "reachvolvement ill Vietnam represents the ing out its jungly fingers and touchmost tragic moral failure in our na- ing the lives of every ordinary Amtional experience. This mightiest na- erican" and "the prospect of this sort
tion in history . . . is, with allegedly of thing being extended indefinitely
good motives, devastating an impov- and in many parts of the world was
erished little State and ravishing the appalling everyone." It was "clear
people whose freedom we would that Americans of all types and races
protect.... We are being pulled step and political opinions are beset by
by step into a jungle quicksand . . . doubt and a sheer uncomplicated
a fearful path which our ablest gen- fear of what their nation has taken
erals have warned against for de- on. . . . They question the whole
cades." There was, continued Mc- role America has assumed. . . . For
Govern, "no American interest, no many the Great American Dream
issue of political freedom, no moral has turned into a nightmare."
"America," Carew's report continimperative for sending our troops
and bombers into Vietnam" and "no ued, "is a divided nation. The most
reason for placing our power in op- powerful country in the world is
• position to basic historical forces, in- presently engaged in a kind of moral
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civil war, and the damage now
ing done to the very fabric of
erica will take generations to rep
-if it can ever be repaired." "Ev
American," he added, "whoevlll
is and whatever he is, is obse
with Vietnam. It colours his t ·
ing on other matters, warps his jud
ment and twists his attitude to
rest of the world." However it en
ed, he predicted that Vietnam
be "the costliest war in histoIJlf"
"the expenditure of blood and 'c
and human spirit mounts hi.9.her ea
day." Outside Washington the en
mity of what the Vietnam mess '
doing to America is everywheil a
parent. And . . . there are m
sensible men who can discem~ n
too far away, an America physi
exhausted and morally bankru
Those who had alway.s conside
the bombing indefensible were n
joined by others who see that it ·
not even successful, but they w
being attacked by a strong revi
of McCarthyism.
It will not be easy to get a lead
who will withdraw from globa ·
and begin to repair the Vietn
damage. The election could e
give us warhawk leadership and t
is not too late to escalate the war
into a global conflict. One of
marvels of our policy is that o
leaders profess unbounded faith ia
the law of the falling dominly
they assume that they can
p~
endless, cold-blooded destruc · to
a red domino with the indef'
acquiscence of China and Rus
both of which are competing for t
leadership of communists everyw
and committed to help Vietnam.
Nevertheless, in early May a st
report of the Senate Republican ~
icy Committee was highly critical ci
our involvement in Vietnam, c
eluding that we were really fight'
Vietnamese nationalism. It was
liably reported that the report
resented "the feeling of a powe
'coalition' of conservative politi
and moderate financiers and bus'
men that the war may quite possi
ruin the country, and that it
certainly threatens their econo
and political interests."
VIETNAM AND AFTER
It is possible that this group
that the dominance of the mili
industrial combination represents

1 and present danger of disas-

''"
Jirtunately, President Johnson's
refusal to stand for re-election,
d his success in starting talks, have
n us a chance to change direcs-to begin wrestling with our
highly dangerous social condis, and to take a new, workable
'tude toward the poor nations.
WHAT FUTURE?
we are to make a real turn
ay from succession of Vietnams
rapid national decline, it will
ve to be through the acceptance of
ciples such as these:
. That a lasting settlement for
nam involves:
(a) A stoppage of American efforts to control it. This does
not mean a sudden withdrawal.
( b) An announced willingness to
negotiate with the National
Liberation Front (the Vietcong) and to admit it to a
significant role in a provisional government.
(c) Elections strongly supervised
by the United Nations to produce a much more broadly
based government, one not
controlled by the generals
and capable of preventing the
restoration of feudalistic misrule over the peasants. After
these ancient abuses have
been ended in China and
North Vietnam they cannot
be preserved in South Vietnam.
(d) A willingness to permit such
a government to work out its
own arrangements with North
Vietnam for renewed intercourse and for an eventual
federal union. There is strong
evidence that the NLF itself
does not desire any sudden
one-sided union with the
North.
(e) The UN presence in the transition period should be strong,
to assist in the settlement of
millions of helpless uprooted
refugees and to supervise the
withdrawal of foreign forces.'"
2. The United States has no misllon to enforce a world Pax AmerifQfla. The two world wars have deyed Western imperialism and it

cannot be restored. Nor can communist imperialism make headway.
The rivalry of democratic-capitalism
with communism precludes a world
police role for either. If the world
is to be policed, it must be done by
a strengthened United Nations.
3. It is not necessary for American
capitalism to suppress social discontent or revolt throughout the "free
world" in order to progress. It can
find ways of doing business with new
regimes, even communist ones. European capitalists are doing it successfully. Moreover, our own country
still needs vast capital expenditure,
especially for socially useful purposes. The backlog of needs for
reconstruction at holl,le is immense.
4. Our country must solve the
problem of living with the new China
in a mature, long-visioned manner.
Though she appears to be a very
dangerous neighbor now, she must
gradually be brought into the world
community and made a part of it.
We must also relax our military encirclement of her in time to make it
unnecessary for her to force her way
out a decade or two hence, at the
cost of the final world war.
In a far-sighted current article
Alastair Buchan, Director of the
British Institute for Strategic Studies,
foresees a future decision by India
and Japan "to take Sino-Asian relations into their own hands.'' He
does not suggest any role for the
United States in managing Asia, a
natural omission, since every Asiatic
people knows that it must find ways
of living in peace with the awakened, rapidly developing Chinese
giant.1"
5. There is still a great role for the
United States to play in the world,
as a leader in organizing it for peace
and in united action to meet the
crucial problems of ghetto living,
hunger, underdevelopment and exploding populations, which menace
all humanity.
EPILOGUE
At the Stockholm Conference Gunnar Myrdal, the world famous Swedish sociologist, said: "There is not
a single government in Western
Europe that would dare to send a
single squad of soldiers to Vietnam
as a symbolic gesture of symf,athy
with United States policy there,' not
even the dictatorships of Spain and

Portugal - a verdict which was
poignantly confirmed to this writer
frequently. For example, a Danish
college girl when asked about Vietnam replied, in evident pain, that
she had spent a year in the United
States and had considered it her second home, "but now a great gulf
has opened between us and I doubt
that it will ever close again.'' Likewise, a fine Chinese boy in Scotland,
a refugee from Chinese communism,
replied to the same question: "I used
to regard America as the home of
liberty and self-determination and
thought I would like to live there,
but now nothing could induce me to
go there."
We are daily destroying our leadership in the world and a strong
leader without followers is "a dangerous aberrant," Said Myrdal, as he
warned that "literally trillions of dollars will have to be spent, and spent
soon" to rebuild our ghettoized cities,
"if America wants to prevent a breakdown of its social order and the loss
of political democracy." No warning could be more grave.
1
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Army Specialist Five Lester R.
Burton, '64, received the Bronze Star
Medal on July 2 during ceremonies
near Pleiku, Vietnam. He received
the award for meritorious service in
ground operations against hostile
forces in Vietnam.
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Todoy's Student: A View From Alobomo
There is little disagreement that a
major problem exists on our campuses; its effects can be readily seen.
Therefore, I won't belabor that
point. What I would like to do
briefly is to enumerate five possible
causes of the "activism" which is increasingly prevalent on our campuses.
1. The first and most basic cause
of the change and turmoil on our
campuses can be found, in my judgment, in an assumption about the
nature of modem American societyan assumption so widely held that it
has become a cliche for our time.
However, it is an assumption which,
although popularly ascribed to, is
rarely understood and appreciated.
That assumption is this: our society
is FUNDAMENTALLY different
from previous ones; it is different,
not merely because of such obvious
distinctions as those of dress, language, manners, architecture, art, etc.,
but rather because of the wide-spread
and profoundly permeating influence
of mass communication media.
In one of his highly controversial
books about communication theory
THE MEDIUM IS THE MESSAGE,
Marshall McLuhan, the man TIME
magazine has called the "communication gadfly," the man who has
tried to interpret the effects of mass
communication media upon us,
wrote: "Ours is a brand-new world
of allatonceness. 'Time' has ceased,
'5pace' has vanished. We now live
in a global village . . . a simultaneous
happening." In another, more basic
work UNDERSTANDING MEDIA,
McLuhan also commented upon the
changed nature of the modem world:
"In the electric age, when our central nervous system is technologically
extended to involve us in the whole
of mankind and to incorporate the
whole of mankind in us, we necessarily participate, in depth, in the
consequences of every action."
Although history, in some ways,
does repeat itself, much of what is
happening in our society today just
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In the accompanying article, an
energetic young man from Alabama
looks at "change and turmoil on the
campus.'' He is Thomas Radney,
st,ate senator from Alabama. Radney
graduated from Auburn University
when he was 19 years old. He also
holds a master's degree from Auburn
and a law degree· from the University
of Alabama. He was elected to the
Alabama State Senate in 1966 and
served as a delegate to the 1968
Democratic Convention in Chicago.
Radney delivered a longer version of
the article as an address· before hundreds of educators in Miami Beach
in I uly. He spoke before a ;oint
meeting of the American Alumni
Council and the American College
Public Relations Council.

could not have happened until the
widespread diffusion of mass communication technology changed the
"world" into a "global village.'' To
be sure, there have been examples
in the past of many of the events
which fill contemporary newspapers
-the rising up of suppressed minority
groups, student rebellions (which, as

you probably know, date back at
least to the 14th century in Europtl
slave revolts, anti-war demonStill
tions, etc.-but the examples you can
enumerate are poor and puny ones
compared to the mass movementf of
men today. What I'm saying~heo
is that an important explanati for
the fact that the time for so an,r
ideas came in the 1960's can be
found in the fundamentally chanl?41
nature of our society as a resul(Ol'
the all-pervasive influence of mass
communication media-such as tele,
vision, radio, newspapers, paper~
books, etc. Without these meci'li
the civil rights movement would not
have gotten off that Montgomery bust
McCarthy would not now be a candidate for the Presidential nomintl
tion, the name Kennedy wou,not
evoke such strong feelings, S ley
Carmichael would be unkno
and much of the change and turm<t
on our campuses would have go1
unnoticed or merely passed off
more "college pranks" - if, indeel
they would ever have occurred at al
I think it more than mere coincill
ence that the generation of yo
Americans behind and within
present student movements is the
first generation of Americans bont
and raised in a culture saturated witb
mass communication media. As yoll
may recall, the generation of stude•
preceeding the present one was
known as the "silent genera~
about whose quietness so many ed;
cators, including California's Clari
Kerr, lamented. Today's stude•
are anything but silent-althout we
should not forget that the ma1otll
of students today are not "activtl
but could still be described gener~
as "silent."
McLuhan calls the television gerw
eration a "grim bunch. It is more
serious than children of any o
period - when they were frivo
more whimsical. The television ch'
is more earnest, more dedicated."
Should we really be shock
therefore, to find that a genera

ludents with an electronic herithrust upon them has responded
cries of "tell it like it is," "ban
a.~ b ," ''heII no, we won't go,"
""m
a few other four-letter phrases
11 in for good measure?
I, for
, am not surprised to learn that
ents who have had the world
its problems thrust at them since
age of five are now demanding

"As I look at our young people in
ama and across America, I am
earful that we have reached our
geddon."
t tose problems be set straight,
t
ucation aimed at elimination

them be relevant and ''human"
d that they have a greater voice in
· ions made to~ard those ends.
This assumption about the changnature of our society provides us
· a first cause for the change and
oil we are discussing, as well as
IJontext for the other causes which
often suggested. Let me menfour more of them in passing.
2. A second cause might be found
the sheer number of students who
abit our institutions of higher edun-over 7,250,000 on 2230 cams. That fact has precipitated the
ding of an impersonal, IBMinated "multiversity" just to keep
with the increasing size of our
ent bodies. Reaction to that
·versity" has created some of
most publicized turmoil.
3. A third cause is sometimes attried to the wide-spread affluence in
lociety which has made possible
ecial class of economically indedent students who have time
m four to eight years) to try to
e real in their world the ideals
ut which they read in their papercks. Interestingly, until just retly most of the most "activist"
dents have come from middle and
per income "liberal" families.
4. Perhaps, a fourth cause can be
uncl in the reality of the growing
ber of problems confronting sen·ve students of the 1960's - from
e Vietnam war on one hand (a
ar so controversial that many of
m fail to feel a duty to support it)
the urban crisis on the other. As
~roblems increase in quantity and
plexity, and as the mass media

report them to us, is it any wonder
that today's students seek methodsespecially short-cut methods - for
solving them?
5. A fifth and final cause has often been attributed to the growing
realization that much modern education is somehow irrelevant in the face
of our gigantic problems. James H.
Billington, professor of history of
Princeton, writing in a recent issue
of LIFE, said:
"Our collegiate discontent arises
largely among well-fed students
in the humanities and the social
sciences and is the consequence
of a spiritual poverty in academia, that, in some ways, is as
explosive as the material poverty in the ghetto."
He states that the reason is because:
"Universities which presume to
analyze everything else in our
society have failed to take serious stock of themselves."
"There is a lack of dialog not
only among students, faculty

"At every session of the Alabama
Legislature I am called upon to vote
on many motions of vital concern to
you in higher education. That task
alone puts me in the middle of educational problems and the search for
their solutions."
and administration, but also
within faculties, and even within the different sections of individual departments."
He labels this fact "compartmentalization." Another J?roblem he labels
"commercialization.
"In its relentless search for
money, the modern university
has let concern for 'image' replace aspiration for an ideal.
Public relations with the outside world has often become
more important than human
relations within the university itself."
A final problem he labels the "rhetoric gap" - the chasm which exists
between the university's oratory
about the values of the liberal education (heard regularly at commencement time) and the reality of many
curricula. He even goes so far as to
say: "liberal education is largely
dead." Few schools today spend as

much time as they probably should
equipping students with the tools for
handling effectively the important
questions of life and death which all
men must face. Instead, he says:
"We are producing a generation of

"After all, change and intellectual
turmoil should be the order of the day
at institutions whose very functions
include the testing of the basic presuppositions upon which our society
and its ideals are based and the candid seeking for "truth" wherever it
may lead-as long as such change is
orderdly and at least legal."
scholars who prefer to provide definitive answers to small questions
rather than tentative answers to important ones."
Many other causes of present
change and turmoil have been suggested-such as the "identity crisis"
thesis. However, let us stop with
these five as examples of what's
bugging our students. Whatever the
causes of student discontent with
their world, one fact is certain: there
is discontent and we can expect more
of it. Our primary concern should,
therefore, be-what are we going to
do about it?
We must do something - or else
others in our society, who may not
be as sympathetic and understanding
as we, will do something. Rumblings
in state legislatures, the Congress
and the general public indicate to
me a very clear concern on the part
of the American people for something to be done. The Congress has
already reacted with the bill to prohibit federal monies from being used
by students who take part in campus
disorder. State legislatures have also moved into this area. This is a
special concern of mine. In the last
session of the Alabama Legislature,
I spent much of my time fighting
such unfortunate pieces of legislative
reaction as a bill to ban certain
speakers from our campuses and a
resolution to require the playing of
"Dixie" before each football game at
state-supported schools. These proposals were offered seriously by
otherwise well-intentioned public
servants who sought-however misguided-to react to trends on our
(Continued on next page)
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(Continued from preceding page)
campuses which they and tbeir constituents did not like. So, I say to
you, if we do nothing, others will do
something. If we fail to act positively, others will react negatively.
Well, enough talk of the problem.
\Vhat about some answers?
Although I claim no special competence or expertise on the confused
and confusing subject of a student
discontent, I do have a few suggestions concerning the probehn of dealing with the "change and turmoil
on the campus"-suggestions which I
have formufated as a result of a little
research and a great deal of observation of and talking with today's
students. I don't pretend to have AN
answer or THE answer, but I do
think the following ideas have merit.
1. The first prerequisite for solving any campus problems is openchannels of communication between
students,
faculty,
administration,
board, alumni, and in public institutions, the Legislature. In a recent
speech in Birmingham, University of
Alabama President Dr. Frank Rose,
called these groups "power groups
which arise naturally about a modem
university.'' In discussing the necessary interaction between
these
groups, he said:
"The only way a university can
survive in a society and still be
a true university, is for the
members of each power group to
exercise sell-restraint and sellcriticism. When any class or
group considers itsell exempt
from sell-restraint or sell-criticism, the university is threatened."
He added that in order for communication to take place between these
r,ower groups what was needed is
'a generosity of spirit, a mutual respect between teachers and taught,
a dialogue in which student opinion
has its place as a sphere of influence,
not a power, of advising but not of
controlling." This is the same man
that was asked to resign by members
of my legislature because he "allowed a student publication that was
offensive to their minds.''
On our campuses as in our world,
the answer to the problem of lack of
communication is a willingness on
the part of men to attempt contact
with as little suspicion and recrimination as possible, to listen with
PAGE FOURTEEN

openness and to act when action is
obviously required.
Communication is more than the
mere sharing of infonnation or opinions; it means understanding and a
sharing of basic attitudes and ideals.
Perhaps, what we need are some
"summit meetings" on basic goals
and ideals between the power groups
to which Dr. Rose has referred. It
would probably become clear at such
non-violent confrontations that each
power group shares essentially the
same goals and ideals and that the
only important differences (shared
by the majority of each group) concern means of achieving the goals.
With the recognition of common educational goals and with a frank look
at differences over means, perhaps,
we can begin to work together to
find means acceptable to each group.
At any rate, the opportunity for each
group to "tell it like it is" would not
be hannful.
Before leaving this point, I might
add that one of the most unfortunate
and most frequent communication

"I 4o think that we should keep
one fact in mind, however. That
fact is that the change and turmoil
on our campuses during the 1960's
has been and is of a kind and degree
distinctly different from that of any
other period in the history of higher
education in America-if not in the
world."
gaps in the nation exists between the
two groups which Senator Jolm
Kennedy called the "intellectual and
the politician" in a notable address at
Harvard in 1956. He told his audience - and the country - that there
should not be and need not be a lack
of community between the man of
practical politics on one hand and the
man of ideas on the other. He suggested several reasons why they had
more in common then in differences.
In a day like this, when it is still
popular to be "anti-intellectual," in a
year in which at least one Presidential campaigner takes pride in being
against those who deal primarily with
ideas, we need to re-read the Senator's words and capture anew the
wholesome relationship which ought
to exist btween the intellectual community and the political community.

Perhaps, what we need to see al'
in public life is an idea or philoso
which embodies the best of
worlds.
2. Secondly, we must seek with.
understanding to distinguish the legit
timate from the illegitimate studeol
demands and then to give the legitl
mate ones careful consideration. WI
should note the differences, for example, between demands to deter41
mine curriculum and the promotill
of faculty and demands to have ~
voices at least heard in the proceit
of making such decisions; betweel
demands to make the whole univel
sity a democratic institution oper~
by majority vote of student, fa
and administration and demands
give students more authority to control their own social behavior and to
discipline their fellows; between demands that the university accept no
defense contracts and desires that
the university not sell its academl
"soul" merely for more researcl
funds.
It seems to me that there are at
least four ways that we can demoQI
strate to sudents that we are willinl
to listen to · and to respond to thel
legitimate demands:
( 1) First, we can give students through established student gov~
ment organizations - representa
on more policy-making agenci~ o
the university. Not control, just tepresentation.
( 2) Secondly, we could estabiisl
direct, official, structural channel
between the President's office and
student government through whicll
student grievances• could be sent.
( 3) Third, we could give studenll
as much freedom and authorit)1 as
possible to regulate their own social
life. Colleges are not churchllll
clinics, or even parents. Studenl
should have the power of self-det4
mination over their private lives and
the conduct of their own group-,
ing. I have a deep abiding faith
the teachings of Jesus Christ. My
religious denomination maintains a
Wesley Foundation on all major campuses to supply spiritual leade~
to the college community. ThiS •
church responsibility - not the adadministration.
( 4) Finally, we could give stu·
dents some direct control over the
policy of public institutions throudl
the same channels most citizens have

the ballot. For years, I have adated in Alabama giving eighteen
olds the right to vote. Alugh there are other reasons why
y should have the franchise at 18,
e important reason why students
oull. be able to vote is that it
ould give them a manner of direct,
ocratic involvement in their own
9ication. Therefore, I'm pleased
at the President has offered fedlegislation to that effect.
3. A third suggestion I would offer
for solving the problems we have
n discussing is that we must de~d and maintain order at all
·mes on our campuses. We must not
ow buildings to be beseiged or seized nor should we permit the functionii of the university to be stopped,
eby depriving the majority of
right to education. If the unisity administration is at least open
to communication attempts from
llJ<Ients, then there is no justification

te

"A recent issue of TIME reported

of

great educator who became
ao furiated with what he called
the licentious, outrageous and disceful behavior of students at his
llege that he quit in disgust. The
llege was Carthage, the year A.D.
, and the dismayed teacher was
... St. Augustine'."

l

for turmoil. If the administration is
not open, there's still no justification,
llhough many will use that as an
11cuse, which, however wrong and
9onsistent with our basic political
l!eals it may be, still often works!
If order is not maintained by college and university officials, then I
lear, an aroused public will de~and that someone else maintain it
1-at whatever the cost, which will
ately be paid in loss of precious
rty. As Will Durant has well
"When liberty destroys order,
the hunger for order will destroy
l>erty."
When order is demanded and
~hen disorder is dealt with quickly
llld consistently, we increase the
txlds in favor of orderly change. At
•ast, we make violence less likely.
For example, after the "turmoil" at
.lumbia, had President Kirk rel<>nded within the first hour, or
even the first day, by sending in uni-

versity security police, I believe the
versity its own remedies which
rebels would have folded like a
may violate the very struchouse of cards.
ture and spirit of the enterprise
4. A fourth suggestion-and one,
itself. Unless the university is
perhaps, closest to my heart-is that
capable of preserving its tradiwe demand and maintain "academic
tional birthright of academic
freedom" at our institutions. By acafreedom in an untrammeled
demic freedom I mean the relative
way, its mission is immediately
amount of self-determination availcompromised and subverted."
able to students and faculty of the
5. A fifth and final suggestion is
academic community to seek the
in
order, since I enumerated five
"truth" and report it to the world.
causes of our problems! It is short I am in favor of allowing on our we can make the modern education
college and university campuses as not only "free" intellectually, if not
much freedom for faculty and stu- financially, but we can also make it
dents to inquire and to express the as relevant as possible. We can do
results of inquiry as is possible and more, it seems to me as a layman,
as is consistent with public order. to make the graduates of our colTherefore, as I mentioned earlier, I
leges and universities better able to
am unequivocally opposed to any
cope with the religious, social, polititype of so-called "speaker-ban" legcal and economic problems they
islation, which would prohibit cermust face.
tain types of speakers from appearing on our campuses to address stu"Our future may lie beyond our
dents and faculty. In the Alabama
vision, but it is not completely
Senate, I fought long and hard-and,
beyond our control. It is the
thank God, successfully-with several
shaping impulse of America
other Alabama Senators last year to
that neither fate nor nature nor
prevent passage of a bill modelled
the irresistible tides of history,
after the one passed by the North
but the work of our own hands,
Carolina Legislature several years
matched to reason and princiago. You remember that bill - it
ple, that will determine our deswas designed to prevent communists
tiny. There is pride in that,
and others from speaking at stateeven arrogance, but there is alsupported institutions. It (and a
so experience and truth. In any
similar Illinois statute) was declared
event, it is the only way we can
unconstitutional by the federal courts.
live."
I opposed the Alabama version of
that bill - not because I favor com- As a freshman senator from Alabama,
munism, as some have charged sub- I would have it no other way.
sequently, nor because I see no dangers from the corrupting influences
of communist subversion among our
youth, but rather because such legThe post-Sockler era opened this
islation is not, in my judgment, the
best way to fight an idea. To pass fall at Western High of Macomb,
such a bill in order to preserve our Ill. For the first time since 1952
freedom is, as Adlai Stevenson said there will be no Harry Sockler, '35.
when confronted with a similar bill
For 16 years Sockler's Cardinals
in Illinois, like burning down the dominated football in the Macomb
barn to kill the rats!
area. His teams won 15 conference
All of this is not to suggest that titles, -<:ompiling a 114-12-2 record.
our educational institutions are be- · Nine of his teams had perfect unyond criticism. Rather it is to sug- beaten, untied records. His 1967
gest that there is a distinct difference farewell team achieved the ultimate.
between criticism and domination. It won all eight games, outscoring
As Samuel Gould, Chancellor of the opponents 394-0. He leaves his
State University of New York, told a successor with a 24-game win streak.
joint legislative committee of the
Sockler, who now lives on a farm
New York Legislature:
near Robinson, Ill., was featured in
"Society is always free to critithe March, 1966 issue of the Alumcise the public university; it is
nus Magazine.
not free to impose upon the uni-

Sock/er Retires
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Alumni News Notes
1910 -

1919

lertrude 0. Hill, '14, lives at 925
est Macon St., Decatur, Ill.
lerschel H. Cline, '15, of Route 1,
· gfield, Ill, reports he has suffed a stroke, and an injury.
lemace M. Dare (Mrs. Thomas
has retired from the
flew Yark City First National City
nk and has moved to 104 Sheridan Ave., Erie, Pa. 16509, to be near
son and his family.

E. Bundy), '16,

Vessie Richey, '17, finished 50
ars of teaching and substitute
hing in June, 1968. She lives at
216 South Park St., Streator, Ill.
/ohn Edgar Harris, '17, died on
lpril 2, 1968 in LaSalle, Ill. He was
him adviser in Mercer and Cham·gn counties and was a representive for the Ruhm Phosphate Co.
Pitil his retirement a few years ago.
He is survived by his wife, a daughJer, son and two grandchildren.
IJlanche B. Bower (Mrs. Raymond
E. Cate), '19, lives at 1515 Argyle
11.d., LaSalle, Ill.

Two former d i a m o n d
landouts at Eastern are
litching in the big time. On
the opposite page, left, is
17ary Wagner, with the
•iladelphia Phillies.
At
right is Marty Pattin, on the
IJ,ound staff of the California Angels. Wagner is from
ltidgeport, Ill., and Marty
is from Charleston, a graduate of the Little League
ranks.

spent 4% months in Europe while
Daly was on sabbatical leave from
the University of Pennsylvania. They
visited archaeological sites in Greece
and monastery libraries in Austria,
Germany and Switzerland and consulted collections of medieval manuscripts in the Vatican Library, Rome;
Bibliotheque Nationale, Paris; and
the British Museum, London.
Josephine Moffett (Mrs. Frederic
E. Benton) , '26, is the author of
three published books, "Pace Of A
Hen," "Gift Of A Golden String,"
and "A Door Ajar." The address is
707 Westview St., Philadelphia, Pa.
19119.
Ralph R. Adams, '26, and Mrs.
.Adams, the former Dolores Easton,
'26, report their permanent address
is 9902 Desert Hills Drive, Sun City,
Ariz. 85351.
C. Ray Petty, '29, teaches in the
James W. Lovejoy, '67, has been John Hill Junior High School in Decommissioned a· second lieutenant in catur, Ill. Previously he was an elethe U. S. Air Force upon graduation mentary principal, elementary supfrom Officer Training School at ervisor and junior high teacher in
Lakeview and Decatur districts.
IJackland AFB, Tex.
Mrs. Ruth Boyd Cook, '28, teaches
in three sixth grades in the Bennett
School, Mattoon, Ill. She also paints
1920 1929
oil pictures and has been an art supHelen E. Harman (Mrs. Lloyd L. ervisor, and has been safety patrol
Hargis), '20, reports the death of supervisor at the Bennett School for
Mr. Hargis, '21, on Feb. 14, 1968. 10 years.
Survivors in addition to the widow
include two sons and a daughter.
1930 1939
!\.Irs. Hargis lives at 303 Trement
Geneva Jared (Mrs. Wade M.
St., Lincoln, Ill. 62656.
Perry G. Rawland, '22, writes that Hepler), '31, lives on a farm at
his wife has been an investment and Streator, Ill., Route 2 and is eminsurance counselor for the past 12 ployed by an interior decorator.
James Russell Peters, '31, is prinyears and a son, John, practices
medicine in Waterloo, Iowa.
cipal of Naylor Junior High School
Warren D. Gallatin, '25, lives at in Tucson, Ariz.
William F. Peters, '31, teaches at
1917 Calle Serena, Tucson, Ariz.
LaSalle-Peru Township High School.
85716.
Elizabeth Reedy, '25, teaches Mrs. Peters is the former Harriett N.
Dowling, '34.
fourth grade in Decatur, Ill.
Alden D. Cutshall, '32, is ChairAlice Bernadine Abell (Mrs. Lloyd
William Daly), '25, and her husband man, Committee on Development,
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William J. Haire, '65, is emplo
Kansas City. A daughter, Mrs.
(Sharon) Richard, attended Ea
and lives with her husband and t
children in Newton, Ill.
Ben Edman, '38, has been ap
ed director of marketing and t
nical services of the Grow <'.hrm'
Co. Mr. and Mrs. Edman and t
three sons lives in Evanston, Ill.
Dorothy M. Jack Rau, '39, tea
in the Warrensburg (Ill. ) J11
High School.

1940 -

President Quincy Doudna congratulates Stanley Preston Burcham, a
graduate student from LaPlace, Ill. Burcham was the first recipient of the
Thomas A. Drury Scholarship Award, presented at the summer commencement. The award was established in memory of Thomas Drury, a graduate
of Dupo, Ill., High School and Eastern, who was killed in an auto accident
in 1965. The award will go annually to a master's degree student at Eastern
who is pursuing a career in audio-visual education.
National Council for Geographic Ed- · spends her spare time as a Pink Lady
ucation and is a member (represent- at Holy Cross Hospital and as a voling the 48 contiguous states) of the unteer reader for the State Library
Standing Committee on Geography for the Blind. She lives at 1354 East
Pacific Science Association. The ad- Claybourne Ave., Salt Lake City,
dress is 667 North Elizabeth St., Utah 84106.
Lombard, Ill.
Nola Mae Wood (Mrs. Leo L.
Alwin W. Von Behren, '33, is Sup- Brunner), '35, and her husband operate the Brunner Auto Supply and
erintendent of Schools at Plano, Ill.
Mildred Grush Timmons, '34, the Pana Warehousing Co., Pana, Ill.
teaches remedial reading in the city
· E. J. Haire, '37, has been named
schools in Salt Lake City, Utah. She city clerk in Charleston, Ill. A son,
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1949

Edith M. Honn (Mrs. Harold
Toots), '40, reports that her husb
is now director of communi
for Lindsay-Schaub newspaperst111
Martha June Jack (Mrs. Roh•
Hobbs), '40, teaches in the WaIT
burg-Latham (Ill.) High School~
Frank Towell, '40, is an Air Fo
employee at Keesler AFB, Miss. M
Towell, the former Glenda B. F'
'40, teaches.
Cynthia Rennels, '41, has recei
recognition from the Board of Ed
cation for having taught for 25 y
in the Decatur, Ill, public schoo
Beulah L. Collins (Mrs. Walter
Alde) , '42, teaches at Lincoln (Ill.
Community High School.
Dario A. Covi, '43, has a Fulbr'
Fellowship and a sabbatical leave
residence in Florence, 'Italy d ·
1968-69.
Don E. McKinney, '47, is now
sole owner of The Blue Mill Resta
ant in Decatur, Ill.
Herschel J. McPheron, '47, rep
a son, Lawrence, will be a fres
at Eastern this bll. Mrs. McPh
is the former Roberta f. Finle!ft 61
'44. The family lives at Ashton,
P. 0. Box 161.
George William Roberts, '47,
ports he was the first pharma1 ·
the United States to obtain a
macist's license in Jamaica. He Ii
at 4750 N. Central 5-H, Phoe
Ariz.
Sherman Totten, '47, is emplo
by the Caterpillar Tractor Comp
The address is P. 0. Box 176, H
burg, Ill.
Warren A. Freeland, '48, has
promoted to manager, planning.
program, at the Olin Works ol
Olin Mathieson Chemical Cori>t
East Alton, Ill. He will be res
ble for coordinating and admin'

Dr. William Ze1gel, Vice President for Administration, handles the trowel as a cornerstone, symbolizing con9uction of the Adlai E. Stephenson Memorial Tower, is placed. The nine-story 1'esidence hall for men, an addition
lo the Lincoln-Douglas complex, opened this fall. Others in the photo, from the left: Dr. Rex Syndergaard, Head
of the History Department; Mrs. Mary Rogers, Dean of Women; Miss Lois Kramer, Assistant Director of Housing;
Dr. Jludolph Anfinson, Dean, Student Personnel Services; Clark Maloney, Acting Dean of Men; Louis Hencken,
•enson Hall Counselor; and Dr. Albert Green, Director of Housing.
it the organization and preparation
've-year and operating plans.
land and Mrs. Freeland, the former J)orothy R. Taylor, who also atlnded Eastern, reside in Godfrey, Ill.
Carl M. Jacobs, '48, is chief engineer at Tryco Mfg. Co., Decatur, 111.
IVilliam E. Cooper, '49, is assistant
cipal of Penncrest High School
lloomall, Pa.

1950 -

1959

Mary Eleanor Knollenberg

(Mrs.
arles L. Wilcox), '50, is returnto full time teaching in Pana this

f hester R.

Leathers, '50, is an As·
iate Professor of Botany at Arizona
te University, Tempe, and is the

past president of the Arizona Academy of Science.
Mr. and Mrs. Aaron Gray, both
'51, have moved to Peoria, Ill., where
Gray is Assistant S~perintendent in
charge of Special Services for the
Peoria Public School System 150.
The address is 7115 N. Miramar Dr.,
Apt. 8.
Maf. Maurice Lee, '51, has been
serving at Korat Royal Thai AFB,
Thailand since December of 1967.
He expects to be reassigned to Scott
AFB, Ill., on his return. He recently
received the Commendation Medal
and the Air Medal. Mrs. Lee is the
former Ruth Rice, '50.
Maurice Melvin Hough, '52, is doing part time work toward S. T. M.
degree at Lancaster (Pa.) Theologi-

cal Seminary.
Dorothy Schwartz (Mrs. Harry
Kemper), '52, has "retired" from
teaching to care for the five young
Kempers, ages 2-10. The family lives
at 487 Ewing Ave., Decatur, Ill.
John R. Simmons, '53, has accepted a position at Edinboro State College, Edinboro, Pa., as an Associate ·
Professor of Psychology and Director
of the Speech and Hearing Clinic.
Cliff Nugent, '53, is internal auditor of the Mesa (Ariz.) public
schools. He is president of the Mesa
Kiwanis Club and vice president of
the Arizona Association of School
Business Officers.
'
Jack Hewell, '55, M.S. '66, teaches
in Scottsdale, Ariz. Mrs. Hewell is
the former Sue Ann Hunt, ex-'54.
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Richard V. Livengood, '56, has
been promoted to Assistant Administrator of Freeport (Ill.) Memorial
Hospital. The address is 1259 West
Lincoln Boulevard, Freeport, 61032.
Jim Garner, '56, M.S. '57, is publisher-executive editor of the Arizona
Daily Sun in Flagstaff. Gamer has
won six top awards in the Arizona
Press Association contest during the
last two years. He is president of the
Flagstaff Chamber of Commerce and
president of the Press Club.
Mary Anne Adams (Mrs. Joe E.
Durbin), '57" and her husband opened Taylorville's (III.) first retail
bookstore on May 1, 1968. The name
of the store is The Book Center.
Herbert C. Heiney, '57, has been
appointed general sales manager for
Beier & Co., a Chicago-based manufacturer of decorative matched bags
and wrap and other converted paper
items marked through distributor organizations.
Jane Whittier (Mrs. Charles W.
Hunt) , '57, writes that after 31h
years in Turkey with Hunt's, ex-'59,
company, they have built a house in
Glenshaw, Pa.
Dr. Edmund S. Berchert, Jr., '58,
and Mrs. Berchert announce the
birth of a son on Aug. 21. The family lives in Ann Arbor, Mich.
Kenneth L. Andres, '58, has been
named manager of the Public Affairs
Department of Central Illinois Public Service Co.
William R. Prince, '58, M.S. '62,
is at Waubonsee Junior College,
Aurora, as Division Chairman of Physical Education, baseball coach and
athletic director.
Dr. James L. Lister, '58, '59, has
been appointed Chairman of the Department of Personnel Services in
the University of Florida's College of
Education.
Sheila Henry, '58, and Donald
Leonard Tolliver were married on
August 9, 1968 in Phoenix, Ariz.
Donald Lackey, '58, has taken a
research assistantship at the University of Iowa and is working toward
a Ph.D. His address is 4609 Lakeside Manor Apts., Iowa City, Iowa
52240.
Richard K. Boyer, '59, is Assistant Principal at Dixon (Ill.) High
School.
Frank Pialorsi, '59, is an instructor
at the University of Arizona in Tucson.
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Airman Michael R. · Lawless, '67,
has been graduated with honors at
Sheppard AFB, Tex., from the training course for U. S. Air Force medical specialists. He will remain at
Sheppard for further training.
Mrs. Mary K. Moore, '59, has joined the faculty at Illinois State University as an instructor and supervising teacher of the trainable mentally handicapped.

1960 -

1968

Carolyn Sue Hepburn, '60, married Ronald Colwell on June 22 and
they live at 1116 North Vermilion,
Danville, Ill. 61832. She teaches at
Catlin High School.
Mrs. Harold Williams, '60, reports
they have adopted a boy named
Grant David. The boy was born on
Feb. 13, 1968 and was adopted by
the Williams' on May 29. Mrs. Williams teaches piano and voice in her
home at 212 Iowa Dr., Golden, Colo.
80401.
Phyllis C. Moss (Mrs. John Mathis,
Jr.), '60, teaches in the Moweaqua
(Ill.) School District.
Laura M. Griffin, '60, teaches in
Lincoln, Ill.
Ronald P. Monge, '60, is assistant
football coach at Taylorville High
School. Mr. and Mrs. Monge became
parents of a daughter on Dec. 29,
1967.
Capt. Norman H. Bomkamp, '60,

returned from Vietnam in May, 1
where he was a helicopter pilot. C
rently he is a flight instruct~
MCAF, Santa Ana, Calif. Mrs. Bo
kamp is the former Judith C. Gre
'63.
Larry Taylor, '60, M. S. '66, ·
principal of the Lincoln Elemen
School in Dixon, Ill.
Janis Vivian . Olson (Mrs. Car
Donald Martin), '61, writes
Martin, ex-'62, is a methods and t'
study engineer, York Division, B
Warner, Decatur, Ill.
Rex Dale Walker, '61, has recei
the M.S. in Natural Science De
from Rensselaer Polytechnic; In
tute, Troy, N. Y.
Merrill Petty, '61, teaches at Ei
bower High School, Decatur, Ill. He
writes that a son, Richard, is in
Vietnam, serving as a corpsman with
the 3rd Marine Division.
Sam Lilly, '62, M.S. '64, and Mn.
Lilly, the former Nancy V anBurk
'65, have moved to Oxford, Oh"
with their children, Scott, 2, and
Eric, 1. Lilly will be a gradual associate at Miami University, un r the
direction of Dr. Richard M. f liSO!ft
formerly a faculty member at East~
em. Mrs. Lilly will teach in a grad41
school.
Carmen Muirheid, '62, has recefe
ed a master's degree from Washht
ton State University and teaches at
York Community High School in
Elmhurst, Ill.
Lt. Edward D. Cookson, '62, is a
weapons controller on duty at Tao
Son Nhut AB, Vietnam.
Elder Joseph Bangiolo, '62, received the M .S. in Science Teac ·
Degree at the American Unive
Edward Gillis, '62, has been
named business manager for the
Community Unit No. 1 Schools in
Charleston, Ill.
Darwin Vits, ex-'62, has ~
transferred to the Caterpillar Tractl
or Co. in Denver, Colo. Vits and Mrs.
Carole Vits, '60, live at 16435 W.
14th Place, Golden, Colo. 80401.
Donald McMorris, '62, compilft a
14-1 record as cross country coa'rl
last year at Mt. Morris High Schoel
In track, his frosh-soph teams and
the varsity won conference titles for
the third consecutive year. Mrs.
McMorris is the former Phyll!'J S.
Scott, ex-'65. Their second chikt a
son, was born on April 15.
Julia Drean (Mrs. Robert Millisl

Mrs. Ellen Childs Kylander, of Tuscola, has a reason for her happy smile. She was one of two persons who
liduated with high honors at the summer commencement. With Mrs. Kylander is her husband, Robert, and the
!Juple's three children.
163, teaches in the Flagstaff (Ariz.)
lfigh School. Millis, '63, is employed
iy Lowell Observatory in Flagstaff.
He ireceived his Ph.D. in astronomy
lrom the University of Wisconsin in
9iuary, 1968.
JDavid L. Greeson, '63, M.S. '68,
and Mrs. Greeson, the former D:;na
llJOlery, '63, report the birth of a
son on Feb. 19, 1968. They live in
rville, Ill., Box 3.
orge T. Freese, '63, M.S. '67,
fall became principal of Cerro
tordo High School.
9'ry Baumgarten, '63, and his
w& Patricia, became the parents
of theii third son on July 13. Baumgoirtt•n, a CPA, is employed by WhitteY, Hohman and Conaghan, Springleld.
Miss R. Dene Love, '63, teaches
in the Peixoto Elementary School in
llJward, Calif.

F

Verlyn K. Fulton, '63, toured 17
European countries this summer.
He teaches in Decatur, Ill., and is
president of the Decatur branch of
the Association for Childhood Education.
Brenda Woods (Mrs. Edward
Mossman), '63, and her husband,
who also attended Eastern, became
the parents of their second son, Michael Brent, on Jan. 2. Mossman is an
agent for Ozark Airlines in Springfield, Ill. The address is 1920 Greentree Road, Springfield, 62703.
Dennis Figura, M.S. '63, and Mrs.
Figura, the former Jan Kidwell, '62,
report the birth of their first child,
Monica Lynn, on May 19. Figura
teaches at Garside Junior High
School in Las Vegas, Nev. Mrs.
Figura teaches at Las Vegas High
School.. Their address is 2231 Desert
Inn Road, Las Vegas, Nev. 89109.

Joseph D. Warnelis, '63, M.S. '64,
is a consultant for Midwest Business
Consultants, and teaches at W aubonsee College, evening division,
Aurora. Mrs. W arnelis, the former
Joyce A. Edwards, '64, is expecting
the couple's first child around
Thanksgiving. The address is 583
Ashlawn Ave., Oswego, Ill.
Gary G. Archey, '64, M.S., '66, recently assumed the position of principal of Washington Elementary
School, Clinton, Ill. Mrs. Archey is
the former Sandra L. Strohl, '64.
Kenneth H. Zumbahlen, '64, has
received his CPA certificate at an
awards dinner in Chicago. Mrs.
Zumbahlen is the former Karen
Bloemker, ex-'67. A son was born to
the couple on April 21. The family
lives at 454 Carol St., Downers
Grove, Ill.
Linda Fiock (Mrs. Raymond C.
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Florence, Jr.), '64, reports the birth
of a son, Brian Andrew, on April 29.
Florence is a senior systems analyst,
CBS-New York.
Paul C. Rusk, '61, M.S. '64, and
Mrs. Rusk, the former Phyllis Hahn,
ex-'68, became the parents of their
first child, Paul Clinton II, on May
13. Rusk has been assistant coordinator of instructional resources for
the St. Louis Junior College District.
They are moving to Boulder, Colo.,
where Rusk will enroll at the University of Colorado to work on his
doctorate.
Jack Sublette, '64, will be an instructor in the English Department
at Eastern this fall. Mrs. Sublette
will teach at Jefferson Junior High
School in Mattoon.
Richard Hopek, '64, and Mrs.
Hopek, the former Kay Bennett, '64,
live in Girard, Ill., where he teaches
and coaches. A daughter, Beth
Denise, was born on Nov. 15, 1967.
Kenneth W. Timmons, '64, is a
drafting engineer with the Caterpillar Tractor Co., Aurora, Ill.
David H. James, '64, is a residential sales representative for the Illinois Power Compan~> Decatur, Ill.
R. Bruce Storm, 64, is a methods
and procedures advisor with the Illiof
Personnel,
nois · Department
Springfield, Ill. Mrs. Strom is the
former Lois J. Cipriano, ex-'66. A
daughter was born to the couple on
June 14, 1967.
Lt. (jg) James F. Fortney, '65,
and Mrs. Fortney, the former Martha
Spengler, '66, became the parents of
their first child, Kimberly Anne, on
July 12. Lt. Fortney is stationed at
the Naval Training Center, Bainbridge, Md.
Anita Ann Stevenson, '65, was
married on June 22 to Gary L. Lindsey. Both received M. S. degrees
from Indiana University in June and
reside at 1138 Bonanza Lane, St.
Anne, Mo. Mrs. Stevenson is employed by the St. Louis County Special Education School District. Her
husband is employed by the Monsanto Co.
Michael W. Casserly, '65, has resigned from Yorkville High School
to become a policeman with the City
of Batavia, Ill., police department.
Roy K. Fenton, Jr., '65, M.S. '66,
and Mrs. Fenton became the parents
of a daughter on July 2, 1968. Fenton coaches football and track at
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from The University of Iowa.
Phyllis Kinkade, '66, was m
last December to William Br
ex-'69. He is an administrativer
ant with the California State
of Soil Conservation at Berkel.
she is a speech and hearing ther
with the Lafayette School Di
The address is 929 Deving
Apt. A, Lafayette, Calif. 94
Larry L. Iftner, '66, teaches m
matics at Highland (Ill.)
School. Mrs. Iftner, the former C
lyn Swain, '67, · teaches biologJ
physical education.
Liale Sellers, '66, and Mrs. Se
the former Patricia Wingo,
came the parents of a daugh
Oct. 5, 1967. Sellers is a p
schedular at General Electricl
Decatur and Mrs. Sellers will t
fourth grade at Mt. Zion. Thei(
dress is Box 24, Westervelt.
Lowell Brockway, Jr., '66,
been assigned to the personn4111
Hee for the Air Squadron VP-ii
Roosevelt Roads, Puerto Rico.
Brockway, the former Mary '
mer, '65, is teaching Eng·
Roosevelt Roads High School.
David A. Davis, '66, is teac
but Mrs. Davis, the fo~er C
Brondell, '66, writes that she r
because they are expecting a yo
ster in October. The address is
Lode Drive, Worth, Ill. 60482.
Donna Fritz, '66, received!
M. A. in Spanish degree from
University of Illinois in August
teaches at Homewood-FlossmQI H
School, Homewood, Ill.
Ronald R. Bentley, '66, is heacl
the Department· of Clinical Che
try at St. John's Hospital Labo
in Springfield, Ill. Mr. and
Bentley are expecting their f
child in November.
PFC Robert W. Rennels, '66,
serving in Vietnam. His addresl
US 548193352, HHC 5th Ban. 12
Inf., l 99th Inf Bde (Sep) , APO
Francisco, 96279.
Charles B. Peterson, '66, is tr ·
with the Equitable Life Assur
Society of the U.S.A. He writes.
his ex-roommate, James Wil;J'
was schedued to be discharge
the army in September, an
Wilkey and Mrs. Wilkey, the fo
Donna Finnegan, '67, are expe
their first child in November.
Bonnie J. Luckner, '66, was
ried to Jerry Scovill on Aug.

'i

Airman Kenneth W. Lee, '67, has
been graduated with honors at Sheppard AFB, Tex. from the training
ccurse for U. S. Air Force medical
specialists. He is. being assigned to
Brooks AFB, Tex.
B:>Urgade High School in Phoenix,
Ariz.
Sherry S. Fry (Mrs. Charles W.
Parriott), '65, teaches at StephenDecatur High School, Decatur, lll.
Parriott, ex-'63, is assistant district
manager for the Chicago Motor Club.
Janet L. Gardner, '65, has receive:l
the M.A. in Speech Degree from The
University of Iowa.
Jim Miglin, '65, has been named
head football and assistant basketball coach at Mt. Olive High School.
Phil D. Carlock, '62, M.S. '64, is
Dean at the Forest Park Community
College in St. Louis.
·
Roger W. Metzger, '65, is program
director at the YMCA, Decatur, Ill.
Mrs. Metzger, the former Claudia
Joan Littell, '65, teaches in Decatur.
Jerome Charles Metzger, '65, M.S.
'67, is a resident counselor at Indiana
University and is completing course
work and dissertation for the Ed.D.
degree in higher education.
Lyle Nichols, '65, has been promoted from the Sales Coordinating
Department to the Market Research
Department of Moorman Mfg. Co.,
Quincy, Ill.
James E. Freimuth, '66, has received an M.A. in Economics Degree

1'

~i1

Michael E. Craig, '63, has been named a cost accountant at Baxton
9>ratories, Inc., Alorton Grove, Ill. Mr. and Mrs. Craig and their son live
in ltrwyn, Ill.
l957. Their address is 41 Ash, Park
f('~t Ill. 60046.
f.trr111 Leslie, '66, teaches at Roblison ( IJI ) High School.
fessica C. Appling, '66, teaches
in the Los Angeles, Calif., public
ools. Her address is P. 0. Box
4, Manhattan Beach, Calif. 90266.
he spent two months touring in
ope this summer.
iarry Hinkle, '66, teaches at Dan.• (Ill.) Junior College. Mrs. Hin, the forme: Carol Foulke, '66,

teaches at Fairmount, Ill.
Barbara Ann Featherly, '61, was
married to James H. Evans, a graduate of the University of Missouri at
Rolla on Sept. 3, 1967. Lt. Evans is
serving in the army. The address is
Wood Village Mobile Home Park,
Route 2, Waynesville, Mo.
Curtis Gerald Jackson, '67, has
taken a leave from the J. C. Penney
Co. and is on active duty with the
navy.
Colleen Petty, '61,, M.S. '68, was

married on May 26, 1967 to James
R. McCracken, '67, now an ensign
in the navy stationed in Nodolk, Va.
The address is 4027 Flowedield Rd.,
Nodolk, Va.
Airman Frank A. Mazza, '61, has
completed basic training at Lackland
AFB, Tex., and has been assigned as
a freight traffic specialist with a unit
of the Strategic Air Command at
Dyess AFB, Tex.
M ar;orie L. Morris, '67, is among
47 young men and women who will
leave the U.S. this fall to begin three
years of United Methodist missionary
service overseas. Miss Morris will go
to Mexico to work in the field of social, economic, and industrial development.
Bonnie M. Jones, '61, was married
to Edward 0. Ulrich, Jr. on June 22
in Milford, Del. Both teach at George
Fox Junior High School, Pasadena,
Md.
James R. Palmer, '67, works for
Peat, Marwick, Mitchell and Co. as
a staff accountant in the business
service division of the tax staff. His
address is 42 E. Cedar, Chicago,
60611.
Mary Kay Syndergaard, '67, and
Dennis Mark Huddlestun were married in Charleston, Ill. on Aug. 17,
1968. Mrs. Huddlestun will teach in
Decatur, Ill. this year.
William D . Moser, '67, and Mrs.
Moser, the former Ann Butler, '61,
have returned from Appalachia to
take teaching positions. Moser is
teaching at Lincoln Way High
School in New Lennox, Ill. Mrs.
Moser teaches in Mokema. In Appalachia,· Mrs. Moser taught 37 povertystricken third graders while Moser
worked on his master's degree at
Ohio University in Athens.
Thomas Alan Evans, '68, graduated on July 21, 1968 from the Army
National Guard Officer Candidate
School at Springfield, Ill. He is a
platoon leader in the !30th Infantry
Division at Mattoon, Ill.
Kay Ann Francis, '68, was married on June I, 1968 to David Lemons. She is attending graduate school
at the University of Illinois.
Paula O'Brien, '68, was married
to Charles Tutt on June 15, 1968.
They live in Joliet, Ill.
John A. Hortin, '68, is a research
assistant at the University of Illinois
following completion of his master's
degree in audio-visual administration.
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Williams Corp., a manufactur.finq
in southern Illinois. Mrs. Woll t~
former Karen S. Adair, '68, is a
er trainee at deJong's in Evan
Ind. The address is 612 Chatead Dr..
Evansville.

John C. Fischer, '68, is an accomtl
ant trainee with the TexacoService Pipe Line Co., Tulsa, Okla,
Robert W. Schaller, '68, ha~ ~11111
the Control Unit of the Upjohtl Co.
Kalamazoo, Mich.

Former Math
Teacher Cited
By DePauw
Among DePauw University ~rat
uates who received citations 11' recognition of outstanding achievem4
and service which reflect honor on
DePauw" was Miss Gertrude Rent
drix, a mathematics teacher at Eastt
em for 26 years.
As a senior staff member of the
University of Illinois CommittEll on
School mathematics from 1956 to
1966, Miss Hendrix was one of the
principal formulators of the "n
mathematics" developed by t
UICSM project.
Her investigation in non-vert.1111
wareness as a learning process~ 11
to a great extent on her exptrie
in the training of horses, has
recognized as being of "inesf
value" to the new math curricu
and teaching methods evolvinti fro
the UICSM study.

Glenn E. Brussell, '56, has been appointed assistant manager, field research for Chemagro Corp., manufacturers of agricultural and animal health
products in Kansas City, Mo. Brussell has been at Chemagro since 1958 in
field research and as a research biologist.
Julia E. Walsh, '68, marrie:l Phil
W. Heuer on July 3, 1968. She
teaches at Oakwood (Ill.) High
School.
John E. McGarth, '68, has a position with the Harris Trust & Savings
Bank in Chicago.
Donita Carol Faris, '68, is secretary to Fred 0. Bohn, Superintendent
of the ABL Community Unit District
No. 6. She lives in Broadlands, Ill.
Michael H. Nol.and, '68, is a manPAGE TWENTY-FOUR

agement trainee at the A. E. Staley
Co. in Decatur, Ill.
Joyce Lois Kerous, '68, has established a home economics department
in a school at Rosemont, Ill.
Jeff Scott, '68, has entered Officers Candidate School in the army.
Leslie Gene Woodcock, '68, is employed by the Caterpillar Tractor Co.
in Peoria.
Kenneth L. Wood, '68, has been
elected president of the Mattson &

The tower of Old Mai
continues to hold its own a
a dominant feature of the
campus. Here, on oppo
page, it thrusts skyw
over the top of the Scien
Building in . a photo tak
from the top of the Adlai
Stevenson Memorial Towe
an addition to the Linco
Douglas residence hall co
plex.

An Eastern graduate is an internationally read
and quoted author and lecturer on the Cold War
and America's role in Asia. Dr. D. F. Fleming, '12,
is the author of an extremely timely article, "Vietnam And After," in this issue. Appearing on the
front cover is a reproduction of the iacket from one
of his better known books, now in its fifth printing
by Doubleday & Co. The jacket is for volume 1 of
his two-volume work, "The Cold War And Its Origins, 1917-1960."

